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The Theme of Thesis for Candidate Degree:”Economy and Material Culture, 

Modern Economy of the Peoples of the Far East, mainly Tungus-Manchu 

Language Group. Much interest is paid to the problems of Ethnic History, National 

Legends, Folk Art, etc. 

Brief Biography: 

Born on 9 August, 1968; a Graduate of the Far East State University, Historical 

Department, 1992.  In December of 2006 D.V. Yanchev defended Thesis for 

Candidate Degree on the theme “Economy and Material Culture of the Negidals” 

on Specialty 07.00.07 – Ethnography. Total number of works is more than 40 

published individually, in collective works and collection of articles. Among them 

one is a collective work. 

A List of Publications. 

1. Yanchev D.V. Modern Conditions  of “Surviving” Traditional Cultures and 

their Part in Modern Society (as an example Tazy – a socio-cultural aspect)// 

Collection of Articles on Ethnology. Komsomolsk-on-Amur: “Trud” Press, 

2017. Branch of Modern Humanitarian Academy. 978-5-02-039252-6 P. 143-

164.  

The author considers mythological, historical, animistic, totemic and the other 

notions being characteristic for peoples on the lower level of socio-economic 

and cultural development. Relatively in details there shown rites and traditions, 

hunters taboo and marks. 

2. Yanchev D.V. Indigenous Peoples of the Lower Amur in Modern World 

(Problem of Preserving Traditions) //Collection of Articles on Ethnography 

and Ethnology of the Museum named after P. Kozlov. St. Petersburg: 

“Parvus Press, 2017. P. 56—73. 978-5-4444-3273-0. 

3.  Negidals’ History and Culture: Historical-Ethnographic Essays. 

Vladivostok: Dal’nauka, 2014. 400 p. (Yanchev D.V. is one of the authors 

of the monograph). 
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In the part of this collective monograph on the base of literary sources, archive 

materials and fields investigations there elucidated problems and peculiarities 

of Negidals’ material and spiritual culture – works, implements, types of 

dwellings and settlements, food, clothes, means of conveyance, beliefs and rites, 

folk knowledge, art, oral folk art, etc. There considered problems of ethnic 

genesis and ethnic history of the Negidals who are known as ethnic names 

el’kan beienin, amgun beienin, and also as amgun Tungus. The monograph is 

the first in the Russian and foreign historiography a complex investigation of 

history and culture of the Negidals’ for the last 300 years. The book is intended 

for ethnographers, anthropologists, historians and all those who is interested in 

history of indigenous minorities of the Russian Far East. 

4. Yanchev V.D. Negidals //Big Russian Encyclopedia. Vol. 22. Moscow: 

Scientific Edition “Big Russian Encyclopedia”, 2013. P. 264—265 

5 Yanchev V.D. Deer breeding on the Verge of the XIX—XX c.//Traditional 

Culture of the Peoples of North, Siberia and the Far East of Russia. 

Materials of Scientific-Practical Conference, Vladivostok, 2002. P. 97—103. 

The author considers a scientific picture of the origin of deer breeding and 

forming various cultural-ethnographic tribe communities being a part of the 

Negidals. There is given an interpretation of anthropological and ethnological 

terms that reflect the evolution of ethnic communities in Time and Space taking 

into consideration cultural peculiarities of the Far Eastern minorities. 

6. Yanchev D.V. Elements of training Negidal hunter in traditional and modern 

society //Materials of scientific conference.10—14 September 2001. 

Interethnic and Intercultural Contacts of Siberia and the Far East. Sy. 

Petersburg, 2002. P. 102—106. 

In the work there are used corresponding methodology, there are shown essential 

changes in various components of traditional mode of life and modern culture in 

the second half of the XIX –XX cc. , characteristic for all indigenous minorities of 

the region investigated, there are shown some interesting elements  being 

preserved by the Negidals. 

7. Yanchev D.V. Negidals Trade Culture //Traditional Culture of the Peoples 

of North and the Far East of Russia: State, Perspectives of Development: 

Collection of articles. Vladivostok, 2001. P. 114—127.  

The work is devoted to the problems of the ethnic-cultural evolution of the 

Negidals – one of the minorities of Tungus-Machus peoples of the Lower Amur. 

The article considers development of traditional and modern economy, material 

and spiritual cultures. The author uses corresponding methodology, there 

shown considerable changes in various traditional life and modern cultures of 



the second half of the XIX—XX cc. characteristic for all indigenous minorities 

of the region studied. 

8. Yanchev D.V. The General and Peculiar in the Economy of Verkhovskiie 

(the Upper) and Nizovskiie (the Lower) groups of the Negidals// Traditional 

Culture of East Asia. Blagoveschensk: Amur State University, 2001. Issue 3. 

P. 228—236. 

The work is devoted to the traditional and modern economy, material and spiritual 

culture of the Negidals – one of small in number Tungus-Manchus peoples of 

Priamurye and Primorye. 

9. Yanchev D.V. Some aspects of ethnic-cultural contacts in investigating  of 

trade activity of the Negidals //Materials of International Scientific 

Conference: to the 100 Anniversary of Jesup North Pacific  Expedition. 

Vladivostok, 1–5 April 1998. P. 306–310. 

10.  Yanchev V.D. Home Production and Implements of the Negidals //Russia 

and Pacific. Vladivostok, 1997. P. 85–91. 

The work is devoted to analyzing Negidals’ material culture – one of the 

minorities of the south of the Russian Far East. The article describes in detail 

traditional and modern clothes, tools of works and utensils. There is shown 

identity of the culture of the Negidals and peoples of Priamurye that testified 

the common process of their ethnic genesis. 


